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Mentoring is an important aspect of workplace advancement, particularly for faculty of
color (FOC). Due to low representation of FOC at higher ranks in many fields, FOC are
often mentored by someone of a different race, typically someone who is white. Faculty
mentors who differ from their mentee on race may be less equipped to support FOC in
navigating the unique challenges they face within the academy (e.g., racism, tokenism,
microaggressions), but may also use their racial privilege to support mentees. The current
qualitative study examines FOC perceptions about how race affects their cross-racial
mentoring relationships. We analyzed interview data of 56 tenure-track faculty from a
large, predominantly white, Midwestern research university. Our analysis yielded three
themes: (a) factors that shape how race affects the mentoring relationship, (b) racial
difference as conferring benefits to the mentoring relationship, and (c) racial difference as
irrelevant to the mentoring relationship. In our discussion, we highlight the ways cross-
racial mentors can offer support to FOC, while also taking into account the limitations
associated with these mentoring relationships. We conclude with recommendations for
how institutions may enhance the mentoring of FOC.

What is the significance of this article for the general public?
This study finds that although some faculty of color (FOC) report that race has no
bearing on their mentoring relationships, other FOC note that race has implications
for mentoring. Cross-racial mentors can offer support to them by demystifying
academic norms and expectations. However, highly effective cross-racial mentoring
depends on whether the mentor recognizes and values the unique experiences of
their FOC mentee. Mentor training may assist with effective cross-racial mentoring
and subsequently support FOC career success.
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Faculty of color (FOC) remain underrepre-
sented in the academy(U.S.DepartmentofEduca-
tion, 2018) and face a number of challenges
including discrimination (Zambrana et al., 2017),
social, informational, and scholarly exclusion
(Carter-Sowell & Zimmerman, 2015; Lloyd-
Jones, 2014; Settles et al., 2020), and negative
stereotypes about their competence and legiti-
macy (Constantine et al., 2008; Ghavami &
Peplau, 2012). Due to the fact that mentoring is
related to several positive psychological and ca-
reer outcomes (e.g., job satisfaction; career
advancement; Johnson et al., 2018; León &
Thomas, 2016), it has been identified as a way to
support FOC in overcoming the barriers under-
mining their advancement and success in aca-
demia. However, due to low numbers of racially
marginalized faculty and women at the highest
ranks, it is often the case that FOCarementoredby
someonewhodiffers from themalong racialgroup
membership. In order tomaximize the potential of
mentoring, we seek to understand the nature of
cross-racialmentoring relationships, aswell as the
factors that may facilitate positive and healthy
cross-racial mentoring relationships. To do so, we
drew upon qualitative interview data from a sample
of 56FOC to explore the significance of race in their
cross-racialmentoring relationships.Advancements
in this realmmay offer insights on how tomaximize
the benefits and mitigate the challenges of cross-
racialmentoringofFOC.

Mentoring and Career Outcomes

Mentoring is a relationship between a junior col-
league and an experienced, senior colleague that
focuses on the personal growth and professional
advancementof thementee (Ebyet al., 2010).Men-
toring has been categorized into two types: career
development support or psychosocial support
(Ragins&Cotton, 1999).Career development sup-
port describes activities that help the mentee gain
professional success by gaining relevant skills
(e.g., sponsorship, coaching, and facilitating net-
works), whereas psychosocial support describes
activities that aim to increase thementee’s personal
development and sense of competence (e.g., offer-
ing counsel or role modeling; Ragins & Cotton,
1999). The professional and socioemotional sup-
port offered by mentoring contributes to positive
job and career outcomes for the mentee. Specifi-
cally, career support ismore highly related to bene-
fits such as compensation, promotion, and career

mobility,whereas psychosocial support is linked to
outcomes such as higher employee satisfaction and
commitment, and lower turnover intention (Allen
et al., 2004;Craiget al., 2013).

Mentoring, Identity, and Power

Nevertheless, mentoring is inherently a relation-
ship of unequal power, as mentors are presumed to
have greater experience and expertise thanmentees
(Johnson-Bailey & Cervero, 2004; Vargas et al.,
2021). Further, inmentoring dyadswhere themen-
tor and mentee differ along race, racial differences
can be sites where power relations among societal
groups emerge (Ragins, 1997). Faculty mentoring
takes place within broader historical, societal, and
academic contexts of white1 supremacy which
tends to minimize the intellectual contributions of
FOC, and thus relegates them and their knowledge
to the bottom of the academic hierarchy (Gonzales,
2018; Settles et al., 2020;Vargas et al., 2021).And,
because racial inequality is part of “systemic racial
dynamics,” thesubjugationofspecific racialgroups
can persist regardless of the attitudes of individuals
involved in an organization, or in this case, the
academy (Salter & Haugen, 2017, p. 124). Such
factors can prevent FOC from receiving adequate
mentorship (Smith et al., 2000; Thompson, 2008).
At the same time, effective mentors can help FOC
navigate inequality and oppressive power dynam-
ics by offering professional support, psychosocial
support, and increasing feelings of belonging and
inclusion (Jones et al., 2015;Thompson, 2008). For
these reasons, effectivementoringofFOCiscritical
topositivepsychological andcareeroutcomes.
Due to the composition of the academy, many

FOC are mentored by white senior scholars (who
comprise 76% of all faculty; U.S. Department of
Education, 2018),which can contribute to the repro-
duction of inequality and exacerbate the hierarchical
and paternalistic nature of mentoring (Johnson-Bai-
ley & Cervero, 2004). Tillman (2001) articulates
that white mentors are less likely to be accepting,
trusting, and supportive of their racially marginal-
izedmenteesascompared towhitementees.Further-
more, those fromprivilegedgroups (e.g.,whitemen)
may be less accepting of cultural differences (Diggs
et al., 2009; Sadao, 2003). Thomas (2001) suggests
that this is because in cross-racial dyads, both the
mentorandmenteemaybereluctant tobevulnerable

1We do not capitalize white to decenter whiteness.
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with one another, thereby limiting the quality of the
relationship. Overall, barriers to trust, acceptance,
and vulnerability may be attributed to historical
racial tensions that have contributed to the devalua-
tion of the perspectives of, and academic contribu-
tions made by, people of color (Johnson-Bailey &
Cervero, 2004). Forwomenof color, theirmarginal-
ized race and gender may compound barriers to
cross-groupmentoring due to the intertwined nature
of these social identities, as articulated in intersec-
tionality theory (Bova, 2000; Crenshaw, 1991; San-
chez-Hucles & Davis, 2010). Barriers to effective
mentoring, and consequently negative mentoring
experiences, undermine the typical positive benefits
associatedwithmentoring and have been associated
withpoor careeroutcomes (Allen et al., 2004;Ebyet
al., 2004).
Despite the potential challenges of cross-racial

mentoring, the social positioning of white mentors
may make them well-suited to provide sponsorship
and support FOC career development (Avery et al.,
2008;Sosik&Godshalk,2005).For instance,having
awhitemalementorhasbeen reported tobeadvanta-
geous for FOC and women mentees because of the
power, influence, and access these group members
possess in the dominant culture, as well as within
organizations (Blake-Beard et al., 2011; Ragins,
1997; Sosik & Godshalk, 2005). With increased
social power,whitepeople, especiallywhitemen, are
oftenwell-positioned to provide sponsorship and ca-
reer development (Avery et al., 2008; Sosik &God-
shalk,2005).Thus, the literature suggests thatdespite
potential challenges to successfulmentoringofFOC,
cross-racial mentoring can offer noted advantages.
As FOC will continue to be mentored by white fac-
ulty, it is imperative to understand how race may
shape mentoring experiences in order to promote
positive outcomes for FOC and increase the likeli-
hoodthat theywilladvanceandremain inacademia.

The Current Study

The current study is an exploratory investigation
of FOC mentoring at a single research-intensive
institution, and specifically addresses the following
question: What is the significance of race in the
cross-racial mentoring relationships of faculty of
color?We used qualitative methods to understand
how racial differences between the FOC mentee
and their mentor affect the relationship, and thus,
center FOCs’ experiences and the role of race and
power in their mentoring relationships. Further, we
capitalize on our diverse sample in order to build

upon past autobiographical and case studies of
cross-racial mentoring. We also focus on FOC as
mentees, in contrast to most existing research
which focuses on their role as mentors to students
(e.g., Griffin & Reddick, 2011). In doing so, we
offer insights into how to promote positive cross-
racialmentoring relationships for FOC,with possi-
ble implications for their career advancement and
retention (Stanley, 2006;Zambranaet al., 2015).

Method

Participants and Procedure

The current study presents the findings from a
subsample of 56 participantswho discussed having
a mentor of a different race from their own and
were drawn from a larger sample of 118 faculty of
color (response rate for overall sample was 28%;
for more detail on the method, see Settles et al.,
2020). The composition of the faculty of color at
the target institution was similar to rates of faculty
of color nationally (U.S. Department of Education,
2018). Within our subsample, over half of the par-
ticipantswerewomen (n=32, 57.1%) and the sam-
ple was racially diverse: 44.6% Asian (n = 25),
26.8% Black (n = 15), 25.0% Latinx (n = 14), and
3.6% Native American (n = 2). More than half of
participants were born outside theU.S. (57.1%; n=
32). By discipline, just over half (n = 33; 58.9%)
were in STEM fields (e.g., natural sciences, social
sciences, and agriculture andnatural resources) and
the remaining participants (n = 23; 41.1%) were in
non-STEM fields (e.g., arts and humanities). In
terms of academic rank, the sample was 42.9% as-
sistant professors (n = 24), 32.1% associate profes-
sors (n=18), and25.0%full professors (n =14).
Participants took part in 1- to 2-hr long, uncom-

pensated, one-on-one, semistructured interviews
about their “workplace andwork-life experiences.”
Interviewsweremainly conducted by graduate stu-
dents with experience in qualitative methods who
were matched with the participants according to
race and gender (e.g., Blackwomen faculty partici-
pantswere interviewedbyaBlackwomangraduate
student). With participant consent, interviews were
audio-recorded, and audio-recordings were later
transcribed verbatim and identifying information
was removed. Interview questions covered the
departmental environment, career challenges, and
areas of (dis)satisfaction with the job. A section of
the interview asked about mentoring (e.g., the types
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of mentoring they received and desired) and most
relevant to thecurrent studywere thefollowinginter-
viewquestions:Doyouhaveanymentorswhodiffer
from you along gender, race, ethnicity, national ori-
gin, or citizenship? If so, how would you describe
those mentoring experiences? Do these differences
impact thementoringrelationship?

Data Analysis

Considering the study aim was to understand
cross-racial mentoring experiences among FOC,
we employed a phenomenological research ap-
proach—adesignof inquirycenteredonexamining
individuals’ lived experiences with a specific phe-
nomenon, in this case cross-racial mentoring
(Starks&Trinidad, 2007). Prior to analysis, all data
for the current studywere transferred intoNVIVO,
a computer assisted qualitative data analysis soft-
ware. Then, all data were analyzed via thematic
analysis, which is an inductive, or data-driven,
strategy for extracting and organizing patterns or
themes within data (Braun & Clarke, 2006;
Maguire & Delahunt, 2017). Specifically, the first
author began by reviewing all of the interviews and
extracted all mentions of cross-racial mentoring.
Then all authors (one Black woman full professor,
one Black woman assistant professor, and two
Blackwomendoctoral students) familiarized them-
selveswith the data,which involved forming teams
of two and each dyad reviewing half of the data.
Then, we engaged in open coding, or looking for
meaning in each sentence or phrase, to generate ini-
tial codes. We met to discuss the codes and organ-
ized those that had similar or related meanings into
themes. To be considered an independent theme at
least 5% of the responses needed to align with that
theme. Participant responses could be coded into
more thanone theme.Upondecidingon the themes,
we proceeded to code the data. We read the inter-
views again and coded them into their appropriate
theme;during thisphaseofcodingwemet regularly
and discussed our interpretations of the data and
came toconsensuson theassigned themes.
An argued limitation to qualitative research is

the extent to which authors’ identity, background,
and experiences may influence data analysis. As
four Black women in academia, we are uniquely
positioned tounderstand thementoringexperiences
ofFOC;however,wemaynotunderstand the expe-
riences of all faculty (e.g., Latinx faculty). Toward
against the potential for bias or misunderstanding,
we bracketed our perspectives (Gearing, 2004;

Starks&Trinidad,2007), settingasideourpreexist-
ing assumptions throughout data collection and
analysis with the intention of focusing on faculty
accountsofmentoringwithanopenmind.

Findings

Our findings detail themes that emerged from
our primary research question: What is the signifi-
cance of race in cross-racial mentoring relation-
ships for FOC? Three broad themes emerged: (a)
factors that shape how race affects the mentoring
relationship, (b) racial difference as conferringben-
efits to thementoring relationship, and (c) racialdif-
ference as irrelevant to the mentoring relationship.
We present the themes in conceptual order and
illustrate them with quotations from participants.
To protect their anonymity, we provide only the
participants’gender and race—eitherAsian (which
includedAsianandAsianAmerican individuals) or
underrepresented racial minority (URM; Black,
Latinx,orNativeAmerican)as thesmallernumbers
of URM faculty might otherwise be identifiable.
Although we define all participants in our study as
FOC,we created these twogroups to reflect the fact
that there is an overrepresentation of Asian/Asian
American faculty but an underrepresentation of
other faculty of color groupswithin academia (U.S.
Census Bureau, 2017; U.S. Department of Educa-
tion, 2013).

Factors That Shape How Race Affects the
Mentoring Relationship

The first theme that emerged was related to fac-
tors that shaped how racial differences affected the
mentoring relationships of the FOC in our study.
Three subthemes reflected participants’ percep-
tions of the relevant factors impacting the cross-
racial mentoring relationship: (a) the mentor’s
awareness of the mentee’s cultural experience, (b)
the mentor’s open-mindedness, and (c) trust and
comfort in the relationship. These three factors
could help the cross-racial relationship when pres-
ent, orharm it if absent.

Awareness of the Mentee’s Cultural
Experience

According to our participants, a major challenge
in cross-racial mentoring relationships is the men-
tor’s lack of awareness about the mentee’s cultural
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experience. A URM man mentioned, “I have
always had to teach them about the experience of
minority scholars in higher [education] institutions
because sometimes they just are unaware.” Simi-
larly, for FOC studying communities of color,
white mentors did not always understand their
scholarship; the result, for one URM man, was “a
lot of time explaining and trying to focus on what
should have been-,what formewas commonplace,
but for themnew information,” adding, “[you] can't
in my opinion create a sustainable research line if
you’re constantly trying to help people understand
what you're doing.” In contrast, if mentors had a
greater understanding of the FOC's experience, the
difference in the social locations could be mini-
mized.AURMwomandescribedherwhitewomen
mentors as “really thinking about other kinds of in-
equality and sowhile they’re not [women of color],
they get that there will be different kinds of chal-
lenges or they understand that being a [woman of
color] is different from being a white woman.”
Another URM woman described similar feelings
aboutherwhitemalementors:

One thing that’s important for me is for them to
acknowledge that I am [racial group] and that I am
female. And both of the white male mentors that I have
here do that. And they are very upfront with saying
there are things that perhaps you do need to talk to a
[woman of color] about. And so, that is always crit-
ically important to me—for people to acknowledge
that perhaps there are limitations in how they might see
a situation or respond to something.

Open-Mindedness

Participants alsodescribed that racial differences
between thementor andmentee could be overcome
when the mentor was open-minded. For example,
an Asian man born outside the U.S. with a white
American male mentor described him as “very
open-minded so if race or my nationality or my
place of origin, if any of this had any bearing in our
interactions, it was always positive because they
were curious to learn about the culture.” An Asian
woman described her effective mentors as “pro-
gressive thinkers”who “are able to be sensitive [to]
the issue” of race. This open-mindedness was per-
ceived as important, particularly if the mentor was
not familiarwith theways inwhich the experiences
of the FOC differed from their own. An Asian
woman said, “I’ve had some very good mentors
who were white men and what makes them good
mentors is the fact that when you tell them things

aboutwhat you experience, they don’t think you’re
crazy.Theyactually try tounderstand it.”Anappre-
ciation of difference helped to bridge race-based
experiences.
Whereas some mentors were open to thinking

about their mentee’s experience as different from
their own, other mentors were so unaware of their
mentee’s concerns that they dismissed or invali-
dated them all together. For instance, before noting
that such invalidations limited how much help her
mentorsprovided, anAsianwoman faculty stated:

I don’t think white people actually understand what us
ethnically minority people experience. . . . If I bring up
[the] possibility that I may not get fair treatment or I’m
not happy with some comments that some other faculty
made, if I bring it up to my mentor or some older
faculty here, they get defensive. It makes them
uncomfortable.

Trust, Comfort, and Common Ground

Having a mentor from a different racial group
sometimes led to feelings of discomfort and mis-
trust. For some this was due to cultural differences,
asdescribedbyaURMman:

One of the tensions that I endured is one that is very
common in [my] culture which is that your extended
family expects you to do certain things that are impos-
sible to do if you want to get tenure and you live sev-
eral hundred miles away from where they are. Mainly
they would love to have you there for every baptism,
every wedding, every funeral, every graduation . . . I
didn’t feel comfortable talking about that aspect of
what I was experiencing . . . [my mentors] would see it
as kind of silly . . .

Participants shared that one way to build trust in
spite of racial differences was to find common
ground, such as shared scholarship, personal expe-
riences, or hobbies. A URM woman explained,
“you need an anchor and I think that’s absolutely
critical in any relationship.And so if it’s going to be
amentoring relationship, you really have to look at
thecommonground.”

Racial Difference as Conferring Benefits to
the Mentoring Relationship

The second theme reflected participants’ discus-
sion of the benefits associatedwith having amentor
of a different race. Three subthemes emerged that
reflected ways in which participants explicitly tied
having a cross-racial mentor to career-related
benefits: (a) knowledge of the academic system,
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(b) advocacy and sponsorship, and (c) enhanced
perspective-taking.

Knowledge of the Academic System

FOC, especially those with white male mentors,
felt that thementor’s insiderperspectiveandgreater
experiencehelped themtounderstand theacademic
system.Suchmentors supported faculty in identify-
ing unstated norms and practices in their depart-
ments and institutions. For example, a URM
woman with a white male mentor said: “there are
certain things as far as how to navigate the depart-
ment that he can be helpful with.” Additionally,
FOC gained access to their mentor’s knowledge
and informal professional networks. Mentors with
administrative experience (e.g., department chair)
were especially valuable in their ability to share im-
portant information with their mentees, as illus-
trated by anAsianwomanwithwhitemalementors
who said “the thing that they’ve been most helpful
with . . . is giving me the language to translate the
things I’m seeing into sort of . . . what I call, white
manadministrator language (laughs).”

Advocacy and Sponsorship

FOC also felt that their mentor’s social power
and capital could be helpful when mentors served
as advocates and sponsors. Participants described
that such mentors could offer positive representa-
tions of them within and beyond their department:
“I know of some people who have had very, you
know, high status white male mentors and they do
very well because those white men aren’t afraid to
advocate for theirprotégés” (URMwoman).
Senior white women could also provide impor-

tant support in thisway.AnAsianmanmentioned
that during his postdoctoral training a white
woman mentor advocated for him and that was
critical for himsecuring a faculty position:

[She] stood up for me. I guess she advocated for me in
her department . . . and let me teach graduate classes. I
didn’t understand the importance of this at the time . . .
but this is hugely important when you’re applying for a
faculty position . . . she became my champion.

Enhanced Perspective-Taking

Participants also valued that mentors different
from them in terms of race were able to help them
assess situations from a new perspective. For

example, a URM man paired with mentors who
raciallydiffered fromhimmentioned:

It’s easy for you to look at the world through the lens
of your own ethnicity . . . So by having mentors, by
having intimate relationships with people who are dif-
ferent gender, different ethnicities, different whatever,
it allows you to compare and contrast some of these
experiences . . .

For this mentee, hearing about others’ experiences
in the academy broadened his perspective, while
also serving as ametric bywhich he could evaluate
his ownexperiences.

Racial Difference as Irrelevant to the
Mentoring Relationship

The third theme reflected participants’ sense that
race did not affect their mentoring relationship.
This theme emerged for about one third of our sam-
ple. Interestingly, although there were no racial or
gender differences in endorsement, tenured faculty
and faculty in STEM fields were relatively more
likely than untenured and non-STEM faculty,
respectively, to say that race was not relevant to
their mentoring. Further, although all responses
within this theme shared the view that race was not
relevant to theirmentoring, participants offereddif-
ferent reasons for this perspective.
One perspective was that other characteristics of

the mentor are more important than race. Many
FOC who deprioritized their mentor’s race instead
valued the personality (e.g., warmth, caring, good
listener) and instrumental skills (e.g., information,
negotiation tips, career-related skills) of their men-
tors instead, as illustrated by an Asian woman fac-
ultypairedwithawhitemalementor:

I don’t look at gender, or ethnicity, as a factor in men-
tors and relationships. I mean of course there should be
chemistry but I think that chemistry has to do with the
mentor’s compassion and caring to guide and mentor
the mentees. And that is what I look [for] in those
individuals.

A second perspective offered by participants
was that the identities of theirmentor did notmatter
for their relationship but agreed that it might be rel-
evant forotherFOC,withonepersonnoting in their
department, mentor race “wasn’t as crucial. But, if
you’re an engineer, for example, that might have
more of an impact.” A third perspective was that
due to the unlikelihood of finding a mentor who
shared a racial background, identity congruence
was not an element they sought in their mentoring
relationship.
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Discussion

In this qualitative study,we sought to understand
faculty perceptions of the significance of race in the
context of cross-racial mentoring, and identify
factors that can facilitate positive cross-racial
mentoring relationships. We identified three major
themes: (a) factors that shape how race affects the
mentoring relationship, (b) racial difference as con-
ferring benefits to the mentoring relationship, and
(c) racial difference as irrelevant to the mentoring
relationship. Overall, our findings indicated that
cross-racial mentoring is primarily tied to instru-
mental forms of support, and shed light on how
mentors, in particular white mentors, can better
supportFOCmentees.
The first theme highlighted factors our partici-

pants perceived to be building blocks of strong
mentoring relationships, particularly across race.
At the core, trustwas critical to positive cross-racial
mentoring and could be developed in different
ways (e.g., candidly conversing about race without
being defensive). Yet because of the negative
racialized experiences FOC often face within aca-
demia (e.g., Lloyd-Jones, 2014; Zambrana et al.,
2017), trust may not be automatically granted in
cross-racial relationships. Therefore, participants
emphasized that it was important for mentors to
understand the unique challenges of being a person
of color in awhite environment.Mentorswhowere
able to do this could then tailor their mentoring
accordingly or acknowledge where they were
unable to offer support due to gaps in their own
knowledge. Mentors who did not have this
awareness of differenceoften invalidatedFOC, and
in turn, contributed to FOC feeling as if they had
to explain their cultural experience, creating emo-
tional labor. FOC often experience invalidations
and other forms of racial mistreatment, and are
taxedwith additional labor and service in their pro-
fessional lives (Turner et al., 2008); having these
demands be part of mentoring relationships likely
creates additional stress and undermines the poten-
tial career benefits of mentoring. Our findings sug-
gest that mentors without awareness of the specific
challenges faced by FOCcould still offer support if
they were open-minded and willing to learn. Stud-
ies have also highlighted how mentors can learn
about cultural and structural differences through
their URM mentee, particularly in regard to white
privilege (Stanley&Lincoln, 2005).
Our second theme concerned ways in which

mentors from other racial groups could provide

effective mentoring. Our findings are consistent
with previous research by Li et al. (2018) which
noted that a benefit of mentoring across difference
was self-reflection and perspective-taking, such
that mentees in cross-race dyads were able to use
their differences to learn and grow as individuals
and as scholars. Above and beyond enhanced per-
spective-taking, our data also showed that aspects
of mentoring, such as knowledge of the academic
system and advocacy and sponsorship, were inte-
gral forms of instrumental support offered bywhite
mentors. In fact, these were ways in which white
mentors, and often white men specifically, could
use their cultural capital in service of supporting
FOC.For instance,whitementors canvouch for the
capabilities of faculty of color, whose potential is
often doubted. Additionally, white mentors, espe-
cially those in administrative roles, have access to
unspokenknowledge about the norms and expecta-
tions of academia and their university. White fac-
ulty who willingly share this information are using
their privilege to create a more inclusive culture by
demystifying academia for FOC (Gonzales, 2018).
These examples also imply that FOC mentees
would benefit fromwhite facultymentorswho reg-
ularly leverage their privilege and initiate unsoli-
cited assistance. Future research could engage in
in-depth study of successful cross-racialmentoring
pairs to better understand how to promote positive
cross-racial relationships.
Our third and final theme comprised FOC who

did not perceive race to be relevant to mentoring;
this theme was most commonly endorsed by ten-
ured and STEM FOC. Because tenured FOC have
successfully navigated the academic system, men-
tors who support them as racialized individuals
may no longer be needed. Further, the tendency of
STEM fields to espouse values of objectivity and
neutrality may minimize the centrality of race for
STEM FOC. Within this theme, some FOC held
more “colorblind” perspectives (Neville et al.,
2013), denying the relevance of identity-based fac-
tors, such as race, in mentoring. Yet others were
aware of race as a potentially important factor in
mentoring, but dismissed its relevance either
because it was not a concern in their personal rela-
tionships or because they knew it was unlikely that
they would find a same-race mentor. Across these
three rationales, FOC focused on ways in which
cross-racial mentors provided them with valuable
career assistance through sharing their skills,
knowledge, and networks which were facilitated
when their mentors were warm, caring people.
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These findings alignwith previous scholarship that
suggests that positive and beneficial mentoring
relationships are predicated on personality match
between thementor andmentee, aswell as themen-
tor’s ability to lend their expertise and advice to the
mentee (e.g., Diggs et al., 2009; Li et al., 2018).
Future research might examine whether FOC
endorsing race-neutral attitudes experience differ-
ent career outcomes than those for whom the race
of the mentor was important so as to disentangle
subjective mentoring perceptions from objective
career outcomes. At the same time, these results
speak to the critical need for diversification of the
professoriate, so that FOC can obtain same-group
mentorship if they wish, as mentors with a shared
racial background can serve as rolemodels andval-
idate their cultural experience within the academy
(e.g., lack of belonging; Kelch-Oliver et al., 2013;
Tillman,2001).
Participants in our study described that cross-

racial mentors offered them instrumental support;
yet, psychosocial support (e.g., role modeling,
emotional support) did not emerge as a benefit of
cross-racialmentorship.This is consistentwithpre-
vious studies demonstrating that mentees receive
less psychosocial support from cross-racial men-
tors (Blake-Beard et al., 2011). However, given the
importance of psychosocial support to enhance
inclusion and job satisfaction for FOC (Allen et al.,
2004; Craig et al., 2013), it is essential that white
mentors develop this skill through self-awareness
of their power and positionality, by learning about
the experiences of FOC, and bybeing intentional in
offering psychosocial support (e.g., verbally prais-
ingandencouraging theirmentee).

Limitations and Future Directions

Although the study had a large and diverse
sample, the faculty were from one large, pre-
dominatelywhite research-intensive institution.
Therefore, the applicability of findings to FOC
at other types of institutions remains unclear.
Faculty at minority-serving institutions, such as
historically Black colleges or universities, may
have greater access to same-race mentors, and
thus be protected from the challenges of cross-
racial mentoring. Accordingly, future research-
ers may consider investigating the nuances of
the mentoring experiences of FOC across insti-
tution types (e.g., predominantly white vs. mi-
nority serving; research- vs. teaching-focused).
Additionally, these data were part of a larger

study focused onworkplace andwork-life expe-
riences in which we asked FOC to reflect on
their mentoring experiences generally but did
not query them on specific mentoring relation-
ships. Therefore, the amount of information we
have regarding cross-racial mentoring, and the
demographics of their cross-racial mentor,
varies among our participants. Future studies
focused solely on cross-racial mentoring could
probe more deeply about FOC’s different men-
toring dyads and investigate other types of iden-
tity differences (e.g., sexual orientation,
religion) that may affect mentoring relation-
ships. Furthermore, the retrospective nature of
reflecting on mentee experiences that may have
occurred years before completing the interview
may have influenced what some faculty were
able to recall. Finally, self-selection bias may
have contributed to faculty with certain types of
mentoring experiences being more inclined to
participate than others. Nevertheless, the invita-
tion to the study was worded broadly with the
intention of capturing FOC with a wide variety
ofworkplace experiences.

Recommendations and Conclusion

We draw upon our findings to offer a number
of recommendations. First, it is imperative that
institutions recognize the utility of faculty men-
toring and seek to connect faculty with mentors
who are invested in fostering positive and sup-
portive mentoring relationships. For some fac-
ulty in the study, it was this investment that
superseded any potential challenges associated
with mentoring across race. Second, consider-
ing the potential benefits associated with same-
race mentoring dyads (Blake-Beard et al., 2011;
Thomas, 1990), institutions should also continue
their efforts todiversify theprofessoriateandsupport
career advancement, thereby increasing thenumbers
of senior FOC able to mentor junior colleagues.
Simultaneously, graduate admission boards should
continue their campaigns to increase the number of
graduate students of color, who will be mentors to
futuregenerationsof faculty.
Finally, to enhance the benefits and mitigate the

barriers ofmentoring across race, faculty should be
trained tomentor effectively in order to understand
mentees’ experiences that do not mirror their own.
This training may include learning about common
experiences among FOC (e.g., exclusion, token-
ism, and discrimination) and coaching on basic
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interpersonal skills (e.g., active listening, rapport
building). The training can also focus on preparing
potential mentors to engage in cross-race interac-
tions, such as imagined contact, where the privi-
leged member of the group practices having
discussions about power and privilege with a
marginalized peer; doing so has been shown to
make individuals more willing to engage in inter-
group relationships and address unequal power
structures (Lytle, 2018). In sum, given the likeli-
hood that FOCwill experience cross-racialmentor-
ing, it is critical to minimize the challenges and
optimize the benefits of such relationships. Doing
so may promote career advancement and retention
ofFOCinacademia.
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